
Top Global University Project 

“Find-Your-Role-Model” Session 

49th Session（8th in 2018 Series） 
 

Guest:  Nobuhiko Hayashi, MD 

Obstetrician sub-specialised in fetal medicine, Director of NPO for Family and Baby Wellness  
 
 
 
  

17:30-18:30, Thursday, February 28, 2019 
@ G-Lab, M&D Tower 8F South 

 
For the eighth FYRM session of the academic year 2018, we will host Dr. Nobuhiko Hayashi, an 
Obstetrician with a sub-specialty in fetal medicine. After he graduated from the University of 
Tokyo (Biophysics and Biochemistry) in 2007, Dr. Hayashi graduated from Chiba University 
School of Medicine in 2011. During his OB/GY residency training program, Dr. Hayashi realized 
that there are not enough support systems for the diagnosis of fetal diseases. As a result, he 
established the NPO for Family and Baby Wellness and underwent a training program at The 
Fetal Medicine Foundation in the UK from 2015 to 2018. Dr. Hayashi's primary interest is in 
advancing maternal-fetal medicine without undermining human dignity. He also serves as a 
member of JMA-JDN, and as an advisor for Ninshin-SOS. 

 

【Eligibility】 

・ Open to all students, residents, post-docs, faculty and staff 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

【Discussion style】 

・ The guest will share their career experiences, then move on to a roundtable discussion.  
・ Language(s): Japanese, English (on request) 
  

【How to apply】 *Pre-registration is required.  

・ If you would like to attend this session, please visit the following 
 website and register by 13:00 Wednesday, February 27, 2019.  → 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSckEVuvoLNG8d62ZmVEM-QgQM5mnUjFifMWCZMxW5qy4DfpHQ/viewform?usp=sf_link 

・ Those without pre-registration will be accepted if the space is available. 
  

【Inquiries】 

Institute of Global Affairs, Global Advancement Administrative Unit 
Tel: (03) 5803-4964  E-mail: global.adm@tmd.ac.jp  
Website: http://www.tmd.ac.jp/global/   --------------------------→ 

 
【About ”Find-Your-Role-Model” Session】 

We have been holding a series of events called “Find-Your-Role-Model” Session to provide students with opportunities to 
interact with TMDU alumni and worldwide leaders in health sciences. Through this roundtable-type, relaxed atmosphere 
event, we hope students will be able to find their role models in order to facilitate their career development in becoming 
future global leaders. 

TOPICS 
About fetal medicine What is fetal medicine? Why chose it as a sub-specialty? 
Approach to tackling social problems Details and hardships in establishing an NPO; road map towards 

solving future problems 
Clinical experience in the UK Differences in training programs between Japan and the UK 
Mission, vision, outlook  Personal mission, future vision, role-models, and career path 
Advice for students What we should do to prepare for working globally 

 

We will discuss career paths for those hoping to go 
abroad for clinical experience and perspectives on 

having a global career in the near future!! 

Dr. Hayashi 


